
Bee I Play Wall 

Operating the Bee I Play Floor System: 

The Bee I Play Wall Move Software gives you full control over your content. You decide which games are 

active, where each game is located, even the game’s length. With this password protected 

Administration Area, operators can control almost every aspect of their system. The Administration Area 

also holds a full Diagnostic Suite and displays key reports showing you how much your content is being 

played. Maintenance is just as easy. At the end of the day, just clean the surface with a damp cloth. If 

your vinyl covering becomes dirty or damaged, all that is needed to replace is the vinyl. The Bee I Play 

Wall Move System also ships with a spare tile. If for some reason you are having issues with a tile, simply 

disconnect it, pull it right up and drop in the spare. Everything is back up and running in less than five 

minutes. This is an Exergaming experience like no other. Bee I Play Wall puts physical activity into a game 

context. Activity becomes entertaining. Kids can run, jump, move, and throw balls in an environment of 

fun, not one of pressure to perform. Cooperative games require players to work together to beat 

competing players, adding a dimension of cooperative play to the games. And because the games are 

responsive to the users, users are able to perfect their skills at their own pace. The games gradually 

become more difficult as the players become more proficient. 

 

System Highlights: 

 Simple (UI) user interface which allows kids to choose Games, Activities & Lightshows” 

 Operate fun and engaging relay races and huge multi-player activities within your facility 

 Audio prompts and game instructions make playing every activity easy 

 Visually stunning and appealing. The Bee I Play Wall emits vivid LED colors when being used 

 Socially fun, the Bee I Play Wall generates a competitive or co-op physical activity games 

 Use a variety of accessories such as boxing gloves, medicine balls & more to enhance the system 

 Flush mounted touchscreen allows for more free space at every facility 

 User statistical data is saved on the system such as game time, high scores etc 

 On-board diagnostic system making service easy. Updates come in the form of Disc or USB input 

 Develops fitness skills, social interaction & combines physical activity with engaging technology 

 
Develops Fitness Skills  

It will develop the same skills that regular fitness programs develop: endurance, coordination, agility, and 
flexibility, as well as strategic thinking and memory. Kids would need to participate in several sports to  
get the same benefits. Bee I Play Wall has 7 games for the play floor, Dodgeball, Bug Invasion, Musical 
Squares, Tennis Pro, Memory Buster, Zero Gravity, and Knock Down. As kids move from one game to the 
other, they improve different skills without breaking their rhythm or losing their enthusiasm. 

How many users does it accommodate? The Bee I Play Wall Floor can handle 1 player to 25 players 

depending on the game. 

What is the age range of users? 5 years old to senior 

How much space does it take up? 11 x 11 

What is the warranty? 1 Year Warranty 


